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Presentation Notes
Serials inflation continues to influence the way libraries select and provide material for their collections.  As serial prices from commercial publishers inflate and indispensable resources such as IEEE continue to climb in price, it has become necessary to make changes to the allocation process to make the most of our limited funds.  Asking the university administration or legislature for money is like asking the publishers to put the free exchange of information before their profits.  At the University of Wyoming the trend is no different, although we usually thrive in downturns in the economy especially when oil and gas prices are not able to keep up with escalating cost of serials.



The University of Wyoming
 12,021 Undergraduate 

students
 2,229 Graduate 

Students
 Land Grant Institution
 State’s only provider of 

baccalaureate and 
graduate education, 
research and outreach 
services.
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The University of Wyoming is the only provider of baccalaureate and graduate education in Wyoming.  It is a land grant university with a strong emphasis in science and engineering research, as the only University in Wyoming it also provides students with the humanities and social sciences.  The University has to be all things to all people and 



College of Engineering
 1198 Undergraduate 

Engineering students

 179 Graduate 
Students

 79 Engineering 
Faculty & Academic 
Professionals
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�There are approximately 1200 undergraduate engineering students enrolled at the University of Wyoming, about 10% of overall undergraduate population.  The University also supports active graduate and research programs for many engineering disciplines.



Engineering Departments at the 
University of Wyoming

 Civil & Architectural 
Engineering 

 Chemical Engineering
 Computer Science
 Electrical & Computer 

Engineering
 Mechanical Engineering
 Atmospheric Science*
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The College of Engineering has six departments; Atmospheric science, Civil & Architectural engineering, Chemical Engineering, Computer science, Electrical engineering, mechanical engineering.  The department of atmospheric science did not take part in the process and their budget remained separate.  



The University of Wyoming 
Libraries

Collection Development Process

 Department allocations
 Combined serial & monograph budgets
 Originally used factor-based allocation system
 History-based decisions became the norm
 Liaison-based system of communication
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As with many libraries the system used for allocations has evolved with time.  The University of Wyoming has used more than one system to get to where the allocations are today.   At one time the purchases was determined using a number of factors such as; the number of undergraduate and graduate students in a department, cost of materials, circulation by subject.  These purchases were initially added to accounts for either books or serials which was monitored by the collection development office.  As the economy of Wyoming is anything but static the allocations soon changed with the tendency for a boom or bust economy. When oil prices are high the economy booms and materials are purchased and when oil prices drop the trend becomes keep the status quo.  This has led to a collection based on history because during the “good” years any serial request was filled and cost for the title was added to the department budget.  Eventually a downturn in the economy forced the collection development office to  and the funds were split into the department accounts to let the faculty have more control in the determination of their collection.  In an ideal world the department liaison and the subject librarian would make decisions based on what is best for the University and not on the individual researchers needs.  As departments had to start making difficult budget decisions the tendency became cut only serials in desperation, this usually meant that books were ignored.



The Need for Change

 What is the cause of the budget crisis at 
the UW?
 Library working with a flat budget 
 Serial inflation greater than the consumer 

price index
 Allocations based on “history plus increment”
 Allocations as “faculty money”
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UW libraries like many others is finding their purchasing power diminished because of an increase in serial costs due to inflation and currency exchange rates.  The University of Wyoming while not facing budget cuts has been working with a flat budget for years.  Inflation therefore cuts deeply into our ability to continue purchasing the current number of journals.  Other institutions are facing the same problem even when they get increases to cover inflation because the amount given if tied to the consumer price index is not nearly enough.  Historically based allocations have created an inequality in the department funds that can not be sustained and with the perception that the department allocations are faculty money libraries find it hard to control how the money is spent.
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